INTRODUCTION
Suppose that we have two shuffle expressions E and F. They are constructed from some symbols E r = {<7i, ... a r } by regular opérations, shuffle and shuffle closure operators. We can consider two problems. First, we can ask if these two expressions generate the same shuffle language over the alphabet E r (we treat every symbol cri as a single letter). Second, we can consider symbols appearing in the expressions as variables and ask whether the équation E = F is true for all instantiations of its variables by formai languages.
Thus we can consider two sets. First, the set of valid équations between shuffle expressions, where the symbols in the expressions represent single letters, and the two expressions describe the same shuffle language. Second, the set of schémas or identities of the for m E = F, where symbols represent variables, and the identity is valid if it is true for all instantiations of its variables by formai languages.
It is a well known fact that for regular expressions these two sets are equivalent, because if two regular expressions generate the same language, then they are equal under all instantiations of its variables by formai languages. This is not true for expressions containing the shuffle operator. For example, if a , b stand for single letters, the expressions o 0 b and ab + ba describe the same language (namely, {aö, ba}). However, the identity a©6 = ab-\-ba is not true under some instantiation (indeed, instantiate a by {c} and b by {de}).
The natural question is whether there are some ways of characterizing the set of valid équations between shuffle expressions or the set of schémas of valid équations.
Salomaa [8] presented a consistent and complete axiom System for the set of équations between regular expressions. His System consists of a recursive set of axioms (équations) and a finite set of computable rules. A proof of an équation X = Y is a finite séquence of équations such that each of them is either an axiom or may be derived by the rules from équations occurring earlier in the séquence; and the équation X -Y is the last équation in the séquence. Consistency of the system means that there are proofs only for valid équations and completeness means that every valid équation has its proof. In an axiom system like this the set of proofs is recursive and the set of proven équations is recursively enumerable. Another axiom system for équations between regular expressions was presented by Krob in [6] . Kimura [5] proposed an axiom system for shuffle expressions and asked whether his system is consistent and complete.
Schémas of valid équations between shuffle expressions were discussed in [1, 2] , and [7] . Meyer and Rabinovitch [7] proved that the set of schémas constructed from variables by the regular opérations and the shufne operator (without shuffie closure) is decidable. More precisely, they showed that following problem is decidable: given are expressions E and F constructed from variables by the regular opérations and the shufHe operator. Is the identity E = F true for ail instantiation of its variables by formai languages. Blum and Esik [1] proved that variety Lang generated by ail language structures (Ps, -, 0, +, 0,1) is not finitely axiomatizable (where Ps consists of ail subset of S*, -, 0, and + are concaténation, shufne, and sum operators, 0 is the empty set, and 1 is the singleton set containing the empty word).
In this paper we show that neither the set of all valid équations between shufne expressions nor the set of schémas of valid équations is recursively enumerable. Thus, neither of the sets can be recursively generated by any axiom system.
In Section 3 we show that the set of all valid équations between shuffie expressions is not recursively enumerable. We shall show this by proving that the set of ail pairs of shuffle expressions which are not equivalent (Le. they do not generate the same language) is recursively enumerable. Thus the set of all pairs which are equivalent cannot be recursively enumerable, because otherwise it would have been recursive contrary to the fact proved by Iwama [4] that the universe problem for shuffle expressions (the problem whether a shuffle expression générâtes the whole universe £*) is undecidable.
In Section 4 we show that the set of schémas of valid équations between shuffle expressions is not recursively enumerable. First we show that the set is not recursive, and then that the set of schémas which are not valid under some substitution is recursively enumerable.
SHUFFLE EXPRESSIONS
Let E be any fixed alphabet and À the empty word. By u • v we dénote the concaténation of two words u and v. We shall also use the notation Yliei <Ti '> ^°d énote the concaténation Yliei ai = ^i^"-^! where I = {û,i 2 ...£ s } and ik < ik+i for every 1 < k < s -1.
The shuffle opération 0 is defined inductively as follows:
• u0A = A0u= {w}, for «GE* and • au 0bv = a(u 0 bv) U 6(cm 0 t>), for u,Î; G S* and a,6GS. Note that uQ v consist of all words z E £* which can be decomposed into z = iui • IÜ2
Wr with ^ G S*, u = Y\ ieI Wi and v -ü^j ^ï) fo r some subset IC{l,2,..,r}.
For any languages Li, L 2 C S* the shuffle L x 0 L 2 is defined as
For any language L, the shuffle closure operator is defined by: The language L(S) generated by a shuffle expression S is deined as follows. 2 , and L(Si®) = Lf.
EQUATIONS BETWEEN SHUFFLE EXPRESSIONS
Consider the alphabet £ r = {<7i, ... a r }. We dénote by EQ r the set of all valid équations between shuffle expressions over the alphabet S r . Thus, the équation X -Y belongs to EQ r if and only if X and Y are shuffle expressions over E r generating the same language, Le.
L(X) -L(Y). It is obvious that
The union of all sets EQ r is denoted by Let Now we shall show that EQ2 is not recursively enumerable. We shall use an argument similar to the one used by Post in his theorem (see [3] , Th. 8.3). Suppose, for a contradiction that EQ2 is recursively enumerable and that there exists a Turing machine M 2 accepting EQ 2 . Now we can construct a Turing machine M which recognizes if an équation X -Y belongs to EQ2, or not. The machine M simulâtes in parallel two machines: M2 on the input X = Y and Mi (described in the proof of Lem, 2) on the input 1/7, and answers "Yes" if M2 accepts, and "No" if M x accepts. On the other hand Iwama [4] proved that the universe problem for shuffle expressions (even over binary alphabet) is undecidable. In other words, it is undecidable whether an expression over E 2 générâtes £3-Hence the set EQ 2 is not recursive, a contradiction. Thus, we have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The set EQ 2 , of all valid équations between shuffle expressions over £2, is not recursively enumerable.

Corollary 4. The set EQ^ and EQ r , for every r > 2, are not recursively enumerable.
Proof Suppose that there exists a Turing machine M 3 accepting EQ W or EQ r , for some r > 2. We can construct a Turing machine M 4 which accepts EQ 2 . For an input of the form X = Y, M 4 first checks if X and Y are shuffle expressions over £2 and then simulâtes M3. D
Note that the set EQi is decidable, because shuffie expressions over one letter alphabet are equivalent to regular expressions (shuffle operator is then equivalent to concaténation and the shuffle closure to the Kleene star).
Prom Theorem 3 it follows that there is no consistent and complete axiom system generating all valid équations between shuffle expressions in a sense proposed by Salomaa [8] for regular expressions.
SCHÉMAS OF VALID ÉQUATIONS
We dénote by VS r the set of valid schémas between shuffle expressions. More speciflcally, VS r consists of équations of the form E = F, where E and F are shuffle expressions over the alphabet £ r -{ai, ... a r } such that always a valid équation results whenever each letter of S r appearing in E or F is substituted by some language. The union of all sets VS r is denoted by VS^.
First we show that the set VS2 is not decidable (recursive). Suppose that E = {a, b}. In this chapter we shall rather use the notation E (a, b) instead of E to dénote a shuffle expression over symbols {a, b}. Then L (E(a i b) ) will dénote the language over {a, b} generated by the expression E(a,b) . By E(L a ,L b ) we shall dénote the language obtained by substitution of a and b by languages L a and L&. We shall also use this notation if E(a, b) is a single word w(a 1 6) . For example, for
Theorem 5. The set VS2 is not recursive.
Proof. We shall reduce the universe problem for shuffle expressions over E = {a, 6} to VS2' The theorem will then follow from the fact that the universe problem is not recursive [4] .
Let E(a, b) be any shuffle expression over {a, b}. We shall show that
It is obvious that every word 
We omit details of the proof. We only prove for E = G 0 H and E! = G 0 . In the first case there exist two words x and y such that z By Lemma 7, if the expressions E and F are not equal under some instantiation of a and b by languages X a , Lb, then they are not equal under some instantiation by some finite languages, and the machine M accepts the input E ^= F. If E and F are equal under all instantiations, then M does not accept the input E ^ F.
•
